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Similarity

What is a cube?

What is a cylinder?

How can you measure the similarity?

Motivation
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Example

Look at two examples

• Retrieving images using text queries

• Generating captions for images
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Image Retrieval using Query
Words
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How to retrieve images
that are not called *tiger*.jpg?

Are Tigers striped?

• Image from [Barnard2003]
• 5000 images plus captions

How important is it
to detect “tiger
color” and “tiger
texture” together?

How important is it
to detect “tiger
color” and in the
middle of the image?

Correlation concept/region is stronger than color/texture!
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Overview

•Measuring regional mutual information
•Retrieval and annotation model:
Regional language models
•Experiments

The TRECVID 2003 Data

Training : 9413 shots
Validation: 4085 shots
Test : 4787 shots
Num concepts = 75
On average 5 concepts per shot
Features extracted from grids

5x7 = 35 grids per image

•Feature extraction:
Use existing tools (e.g. SIFT features using 
http://www.vlfeat.org/~vedaldi/code/sift.html)
´

•Features are quantized using k-Means (visterms)

Horse, outdoors, snow
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Regional Mutual Information
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r: label of region (5x7 grid on the image)
c: concept label (e.g. face, vehicle, text_overlay)
v: visterm (discrete representation of color, texture and
edge information)

Regional Mutual Information for two
Concepts

Face Text Overlay

Same visterm in different regions can
trigger different concepts
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Regional Bayes Classifier
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Bayes classifier

Independence assumption (Naïve Bayes)

One model per region

Smoothing Methods
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Most widely used in speech recognition

d: discounting parameter
PBG(v|c): backing-off distribution 
B: number of v for which N(v,r,c)>d 
 

Absolute Discounting
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Linear Interpolation )|(
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λ: interpolation weight

Also known as Jelinek-Mercer-Smoothing

Smoothing Methods
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Dirichlet Prior

µ: weight for prior

Background Distributions
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Uniform Distribution (“zerogram”)   

Frequency of visterms (“unigram”)

   |V|: number of visterms) 
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Results
(mean average precision)

0.1480.145
Linear
Interpolation

0.1500.149
Dirichlet Prior

0.1490.149
Absolute
Discounting

BG UnigramBG ZeroModel

Baseline

Results
(mean average precision)

0.2210.2150.1480.145
Linear
Interpolation

0.2180.2070.1500.149
Dirichlet Prior

0.2150.2090.1490.149
Absolute
Discounting

BG UnigramBG ZeroBG UnigramBG ZeroModel

+ regional modelingBaseline

α regional information gives significant
improvement (32%)
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Precision-Recall Graph

On TREC-VID 03
Consistent
improvement over
HMM model by
Ghoshal et al.
(SigIR 2005)

Improvement on most frequent
concepts
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Retrieved Images: selected
examples

Weather News

Horse

Football

2 3 4 51

Summary

•Analysis by regional mutual information
•Region specific modeling is important
•Best variant uses
Linear interpolation
Backing off to background unigram
•Extremely simple method
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Generating Captions

Task

Generate based on text and image
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First Step

Annotate each image with key words

(e.g. using method from the previous section)

2 step: generate caption
Extractive approaches

Idea: pick a suitable sentence from the text to be the
caption

Approach:

Measure similarity between sentence and key words
describing image using

Word overlap
Cosine
KL-divergence
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2 step: generate caption
abstractive approaches

Idea: pick the most likely word sequence given the key
words

Estimate N-gram based on
Surrounding text
Key words
Combine the two using LM adaptation techniques

Optional: include a phrase based constraint

Results
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Key words and images
Caption generation

Summary


